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Mariah Robertson: "Photography Lovers' Peninsula" at M+B
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By Michael Shaw

— horizontals and verticals, the longest 
of which reaches up to over 11 feet 
— that wrap around the midpoint of 
the two galleries, complete with three-
row, squared, bleacher-style benches 
on the walls of each space, implicitly 
for viewing. Robertson has carved a 
substantial niche within contemporary 
photography, and art, by extending her 
exposed photo-paper experiments into 
such formats as spiraling rolls that 
stand upright, and more over-the-top 
configurations that cascade from 
ceiling to floor and back up again. 
Though each piece here, on its own, 
potentially affords equitable levels 
of quasi-aesthetic engagement, with 
hottish pinks as well as cyans featured 
most prominently, their condensed col-
lective cacophony, butting up against 
and on top of each other, pushes the 
experience of the work away from the 
visually contemplative and toward the 
ideas, which stem from rejections of 
prim photographic traditions. In that 
light, the show’s title underlines yet 
another rejection of expectations in 
the photograph-to-viewer dynamic, 
as if to say, “Take that, tight-ass photo 
purists!” (M+B Art, West Hollywood)

MS

“Artist Proof Studio:  A Journey 
of Reconciliation” focuses on works 
created by South African printmak-
ers, specifically those associated with 
the Artist Proof Studio, which was 
founded in 1991 in Johannesburg by 
Kim Berman and Nhianhla Xaba.  The 
Studio continues to flourish, inspire and 
produce artworks while also remaining 
committed to and involved in educa-
tion and community based services. 
The large exhibit showcases works 
on paper by 30 artists. The works, 
while not always political, more often 
than not depict and take a stand on 
social and global injustices (Loyola 
Marymount University, Laband Art 
Gallery, West Side).

JZ

Stepping into Gregori Maiofis’ 
“A Taste for Russian Ballet” feels like 
entering a fairy tale or surreal dream. 
Furthermore, it reminds one of the 
Russian children’s movies shown dur-
ing the Christmas season in Germany. 
When viewing Maiofis’ large-scale

“I Buy Houses – Any Condition – Any 
Style” — take in the works more ho-
listically, re-contextualized outside of 
their function. Of course we can just 
simply digest the process of the artist’s 
loving and methodical re-crafting of 
these otherwise near-invisible objects. 
For visual purists, “Community Notice 
Board (Green),” a painted wood glass 
frame with mini-locked latches over 
the lower corners and a slab of gouged 
white foam corkboard with peeling 
wear showing toward the bottom 
(with no flyer nor single pin to speak 
of), provides the most blissfully suc-
cinct transport, both Duchampian and 
pathetic — this time sans the casualties 
(1301PE, Miracle Mile).

MS

Mariah Robertson’s installation 
of large-scale, chemically-treated 
photo abstractions pushes the bound-
aries and context of photography 
from seemingly every direction. “The 
Photography Lovers’ Peninsula” of 
the show’s title is composed of 14 
framed, chemically expressionistic 
pieces of exposed RA-4 photo paper 

Marian Robertson, installation view of “The 
Photography Lovers’ Peninsula,” 2015, is 
currently on view at M+B Art.

ArtScene16

Gregori Maiofis, “A Taste for Russian Ballet,” 
2008, bromoil print on gelatin silver paper, is 
currently on view at Peter Fetterman.
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